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Financing for Development Conference finishes in Monterrey
The U.N. Financing for Development conference
held in Monterrey, Mexico
March 18-22 achieved
some progress towards a
more predictable and stable funding for Official Development Assistance
(ODA). Jürgen Maier, German Forum for Environment & Development, reports on if that was
enough?

25th March 2002
funding therefore gains more urgency than ever,
for instance a tax on speculative currency transactions (Tobin tax). Support for such ideas is
slowly growing. Similar proposals are made for
taxes or fees for the use of the “global commons”
such as international airspace, the high seas etc.
In the official text, all passages on financing
Global Public Goods were deleted – despite the
active support for this topic by e.g. the French
and Swedish governments. In general, new financing instruments, above all the Currency
Transaction Tax (CTT), were not included in the
text at all. The agreement was only to study innovative financing instruments commissioned by
the UN Secretary General in "the appropriate
fora".

When it comes to such central
issues like trade, debt and institutional reforms the so-called „
Monterrey Consensus“ sticks
with very general appeals and
recommendations. If it is true, as
Monterrey stated, that these si sues are more important than
ODA, the statements about them
are nothing less than disappointing. The only positive step is the
However, the results reAll
under
the
same
roof
proposal for an international promain far behind the initial
cedure
to
settle
debt involving both debtors and
expectations when the FfD
creditors.
The
“Monterrey
Consensus” merely
process was initiated. The reflect the political reality of today but are not sufficient to have much repeats the promise that further trade and investment liberalisation will enable the private sector
impact on globalization.
to take care of the world’s poor, despite growing
A positive result is the fact that a number of evidence to the contrary. The “Consensus” was
countries announced additional ODA funds, nota- pushed through at the prepcoms in New York,
bly the European Union who decided at the EU discounting the many progressive and pragmatic
summit in Barcelona shortly before the Monterrey proposals forwarded by the developing countries
conference to allocate 0.33 percent of its GDP for and development NGOs.
ODA – more than the 0.27 percent of today but
From the beginning of the FfD process, the instill far short of the 0.7 percent target reaffirmed
stitutional
issues were a matter of controversy at
many times, for instance at Rio 1992. If this is
the
conference.
Eventually, the US and the EU
implemented the general trend since Rio – a
downward curve of less and less ODA – will be
reversed.
However, in absolute terms the levels remain
peanuts. The United Nations, the World Bank and
NGOs had calculated that at least $50bn annually
are necessary to make a difference in the situation
of the poor countries. The EU has now decided to
spend after 2006 up to $7bn more, the US – with
0.1 percent of GDP for ODA way behind the rest
of the rich world – up to $5bn. At the same time
the US spends nor $48bn more for its military
budget – just to give a comparison. It was mainly
US pressure that watered down the – inevitable –
reaffirmation of the 0.7percent target to such an
extent that it can hardly be called a reaffirmation.
The debate about new and innovative sources of
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opposed any demands for tangible institutional reforms in the international financial architecture. What remained were appeals to involve developing countries more in the decision making processes
of international financial institutions and to strengthen the United
Nations, in particular the General Assembly and ECOSOC.
The Monterrey Conference was enough for governments to save
faces and avoid a failed conference and bitter disappointment for
developing countries. Seen in this context it was at least not a setback in the WSSD preparations. However, if measured against the
real challenges facing the world, it was certainly a failure. It took
governments less than a month to form an effective coalition
against terrorism, and money played no role. An international coalition against poverty apparently is not on the agenda.

25th March 2002

News, News, News…
UN Forum on Forests - 2nd Session
Meeting at UN Headquarters from March 4-15th, the UNFF convened its 2nd substantive session. The 2 weeks that followed produced a mixed bag of results, some good, some not. The sessions’
core purpose was to address progress in implementation of the Forum’s predecessor agencies, the Intergovernmental Panel on Forests (IPF) and the Intergovernmental Forum on Forests (IFF), proposals for action as well as the UNFF’s own Plan of Action. This
included a focus on combating deforestation, forest conservation
and means of implementation, including finance, technology transfer and capacity building.

Contact: www.un.org/esa/ffd/

The session also set aside time to draft a Ministerial Declaration
and message to be sent to the World Summit in Johannesburg.
Editorial
However, while one could argue that Ministers were able to proWe have recently started running online polls on our web-site. duce a comprehensive text, this in itself is its potential downfall.
Whilst some might think this is a frivolous waste of time, bear with Unable to agree on a short list of key issues upon which consensus
me while I explain the broader purpose of this little venture. On exists, the declaration became bogged down as many governments
one side, and we make no secret of it, we are aiming to inject a lit- put their pet issues in the text. The result is an inability to ‘see the
tle fun into the process. For if we lose our sense of humour, we will wood for the trees’ leading to a weak political message which is
have little chance of fighting our way through the next 6 months of unlikely to draw much attention in Johannesburg.
negotiations, some of which are bound to run well into the early
Indeed this was matched during the Ministerial Dialogue session,
hours.
which saw a steady stream of statement reading, with little real diaMore seriously though, we hope the polls will help to channel logue. Unless governments are able to think differently about how
minds around some common themes. As we start to work through they interact at the international level, and seek to build trust bethe Chair’s text the task is to assess overall implementation of tween themselves before stepping off the plane, the outcome of
Agenda 21, whilst identifying what is still to be done and how to these types of meetings will be inevitably reduced to information
do it. Trouble is that with 5 regional processes, 9 major groups, exchange forums with lowest common denominator outcomes.
countless UN specialised agencies and 190 UN member states
Preceding the Ministerial Dialogues was the UNFF’s first Multi(welcome Switzerland), there is a danger (said it before, will say it Stakeholder Dialogue (MSD). However, this faired little better as
again) that you wont be able to see the wood for the trees.
debate turned to how to conduct a dialogue. This is all the more
Case in point, and excuse the pun, that’s pretty much what we saw disappointing considering that until recently the forests process was
at the recent UN Forum on Forests (see next page). When drafting run out of the same UN office as the Commission on Sustainable
a statement to be presented in Johannesburg, Ministers managed to Development which has successfully pioneered the use of MSD’s
burden the page with paragraph after paragraph, which negotiated in recent years.
down to lowest common denominator outcomes. What’s unusual
On the substantive, delegates turned to language including
about that? You may ask. Well, nothing, going on a business as ‘lessons learned’ and ‘future steps’ in order to skirt difficulties and
usual basis. But perhaps we have to change the model?
sticking points experienced during the IPF and IFF days. This terThe Chair’s text is a good starting point. You certainly would find minology still leaves loopholes concerning countries requirements
it hard to argue that its not comprehensive (unless you’re a Major to reflect failings, barriers or challenges.
Group… see P. 4&5). The danger is that we will continue to see
As the meeting progressed there was an increasing feeling that the
each others differences and work against them, when actually there role of the UNFF was indeed heading towards that of information
is plenty of common ground out there to occupy. The challenge is, exchange. This creates a potential power gap regarding where decido we choose to look for it.
sions on forests will be made. In this time of governance review,
So beyond being a bit of online fun, the polls are a small step to the thought of further fragmentation between the UN Conventions
get us all thinking about what we already agree on. We hope to fol- on Bio-Diversity and Climate Change and the WTO left some conlow this up with Online Discussion Forums (similar to those we cerned.
conducted on Habitat issues late last year). These online debates
If nothing else, this highlights the need for greater coordination
will allow us all to explore what action we might choose to take. between secretariats within the UN, let alone with external internaWe will run new polls regularly as a precursor to the discussions to tional institutions. If this cannot be agreed in terms of establishing
help frame the debate and to build that all important realisation that standard operating procedures for the structure, form, content and
we are all, essentially, thinking the same thing.
outcomes of meetings, there seems little long term hope for substantive policy development.
Meantime, Network/Outreach 2002 will remain your dutiful servant in reporting on the outcomes of your polls and discussions.
Contact: www.un.org/esa/sustdev/forests.htm
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are at the core of the local government message: strengthen local
government; strengthen inter-governmental and intra-governmental
cooperation; foster international solidarity and cooperation; build a
Local government leaders and the heads of the major international new culture of sustainability; and accelerate the transition to suslocal government associations met in Vancouver, Canada, February tainable communities and cities.
27—March 1, 2002. Local Agenda to Action: Building a SustainLocal government leaders agreed to take the local message back
able Future was the international preparatory meeting for local govto
their communities in order to build momentum for participation
ernment in advance of the Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainin
the Johannesburg Summit and to seek their national governable Development (August 26—September 4, 2002). Hosted by the
ment’s
commitment to support the message during the summit neCity of North Vancouver and the Greater Vancouver Regional Disgotiations.
trict, the meeting followed an 18-month consultation process with
local governments and their associations worldwide.
The meeting was organized by ICLEI and sponsored by The Go vernment
of Canada and the Province of British of Columbia. The
The conference opened with a live video transmission from Paris,
U.S. Asia Environment Partnership and Deutsche GeFrance, in which Nitin Desai, the Secretary General of
sellschaft fuer Technische Zusammenarbeit (GTZ) also
the Johannesburg Summit, gave the keynote address.
provided assistance to fund the travel of some partic iHe indicated that the Johannesburg Summit will focus
pants.
on implementing Agenda 21, creating partnerships, and

Local Government Prepares for Johannesburg
Summit

rebuilding political commitments. He commended the
African OAU Ministers Adopt Common
achievements of local sustainability efforts over the
WSSD Position
past decade citing the work of cities worldwide to adAfrica will speak as one voice at the upcoming Johandress climate change, and the more than 6,400 local
nesburg
World Summit. The 75th Regular Session of
communities worldwide that are undertaking Local
the
Organis
ation of African Unity (OAU) Council of
Agenda 21 processes (see page 5). Mr. Desai advised
Ministers meeting in Addis Ababa, which met from
that sustainable urban development must include seriMarch 9-15th, has endorsed the African Ministerial
ous efforts for tolerance and social harmony, which is a major responsibility of local government. He emphasized that the partner- Statement on WSSD, adopted by the joint meeting of Environment,
ships addressed at the Johannesburg Summit will be those that en- Development and Planning Ministers in October 2001.
hance and complement the activities of local government and will
For Africa, which is said to be the only continent in which povnot be a substitute for public responsibility of local government.
erty is expected to rise during the 21st Century, this is a concrete
South Africa’s Minister for Provincial and Local Government, the step towards addressing the new challenges confronting the contiHon. Fholisani Sydney, addressed the group during the welcoming nent.
dinner. He articulated the importance of integrated planning and
This African Common Position stresses African priorities, includequal participation in decision making at the local level. He con- ing the need to address poverty as a critical issue. It emphasizes the
cluded that sustainable development is equitable development. The importance of poverty alleviation to Africa and the larger commuHon. Gilbert Parent, Canadian Ambassador for the Environment, nity of nations because ‘Poverty degrades not only those who sufalso spoke at the dinner, outlining Canada’s commitment to pro- fer it but also those who tolerate it’. In fact, experts agree that in no
moting sustainable communities at the summit.
other region has the transition to sustainable development been so
Councillor Alan Lloyd, President of the World Associations of difficult since the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and DeCities and Local Authorities Coordination and the International velopment as in Africa.
Union of Local Authorities (IULA), and Mr. Christian Feuillet, ExThe Common position also highlights issues such as the increasecutive Board Member, Fédération mondiale des cités unies-World ingly serious public health crises in Africa. This may also have seFederation of United Cities, addressed the opening plenary. IULA rious consequences for development, unsustainable exploitation
has recently drafted a Local Government Declaration to be fed into and degradation of forests, soils, biodiversity, freshwater and other
the UN preparatory process for the Johannesburg Summit. The dec- natural resources that undermine the region’s economic developlaration was presented at the meeting for consultation and input ment prospects and the changes needed in economic policies and
(see www.iula.org for the full draft text).
practices to ensure that the poor in the developing countries get
During the event, participants attended sessions designed to build their share of the wealth required to sustain growth over the long
unified and effective representation for the Johannesburg Summit, run. In addition, it addresses the need for enhanced North-South
and to focus the local government message articulated in the Dia- resources flows and also the need for an enabling economic envilogue Paper by Local Authorities, ensuring regional relevance (see ronment for sustained growth in Africa.
www.iclei.org/johannesburg2002 for full text).
Africa has a vital stake in the success of that Summit as the continent
expects it to address the major sustainable development chalThe dialogue paper argues that action strategies for local sustainlenges
as well as the major challenges for achieving cooperation
able development “are impossible to implement in isolation from
the policies, investments and programs of other spheres of govern- and integration.
ment.”
Based on extracts from a UNEP Information Note by Angele Lul,
Five key strategies, to be addresses by all spheres of government, UNEP Regional Office for Africa
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WSSD Prep. Comm.
III
Stakeholder Views
As governments get into the process of negotiating the
Chair’s text, stakeholders must stand aside until Prep.
Comm. IV in 2 months time when they will next have an
opportunity to take the floor. Outreach 2002 takes this
opportunity to offer some of the Stakeholders a chance
to let governments know what they think of the process
so far. Consider this an interim review of proceedings.

25th March 2002

sive voice and our concerns were supported during the government
commentary that ensued after the dialogue sessions. This is duly
reflected in the Chairman’s Summary of the Discussion and Summary of the Multi-Stakeholder Dialogues, where there are over a
dozen separate references to youth concerns. Yet despite raising
youth priorities at every opportunity for stakeholder consultation,
youth are absent from the Chairman’s Report. This is proble matic.
As we all know from the decisions of the CSD’s organizational session back in April-May of 2001, it is the Chairman’s report that
will negotiated at PrepCom III and eventually be transmitted to the
final preparatory session and to the Summit itself for adoption.

How could youth have been everywhere, and yet in the end, nowhere at all? It is a bit of a disappointing mystery. No doubt, youth
will continue to raise their main concerns as previously expressed
in written and oral presentations. These include sustainable youth
employment and livelihoods, our critical role in education and
training for sustainable development and the
Trade Unions
direct and meaningful involvement of youth in
all levels of decision-making. Youth will conThe neat "Type One-Type Two" categories
tinue to be active and some of us will continue
completely obscure the fact that strengthento comment and lobby for what is missing in
ing the many partnerships that already exist
the Chair’s report. Some of us will now turn
could very well be the best approach for
our attention to the non-negotiated outcome of
WSSD.
partnerships for specific actions. However, a
It's hard to imagine that world leaders
lesson has been learned in rhetoric. Everyone
would be blind to the potentially most poweracknowledges that youth do amazingly good
ful WSSD partnership of all! It's hard to
Altogether now...
grassroots work at promoting initiatives for
imagine that so many discussions can take
sustainable development. Everyone applauds youth for their bold
place about production / consumption issues yet for Governments statements. Everyone labels us as “leaders for the future” or
not to include WORKPLACES as an obvious focus for implement- “inheritors of the planet”. But when it comes down to officiating
ing sustainable development targets.
concerns in the negotiations, where are youth concerns in the
It's hard to imagine that Governments would not seek the day-to- Chairman’s report?
day engagement of workers in joint actions with their trade unions Julie Larsen, member of the WSSD Youth Coalition
and employers; setting targets, monitoring change, evaluating progress, over such a broad-range of issues, and influencing both Local Government
worker's and employer's consumer patterns, world-wide.
Local Government, due to be represented at the United Nations
It's not like the notion of workplace partnerships is a new idea!
Trade unions and employers have already signed over 2 million
collective agreements (contracts governing workplace issues), that
can be used as building blocks for change. An increasingly large
body of Framework Agreements between business and trade unions
already exist to deal with issues across sectors, and across national
boundaries.
What is called for is to strengthen the partnerships that already
exist and to make workplaces a real focus of change. Yet, how does
the strengthening of existing partnerships fit into the neat "Type
One-Type Two" categories?
Lucien Royer, International Confederation of Free Trade Unions

Youth

World Summit on Sustainable Development later this year as one
of the nine official Major Groups, has been involved from the very
beginning of the Preparatory Process leading up to this global
event. The International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) has been leading this preparatory process over the
last 18 months, during which time it has organised meetings and
produced a number of documents with the aim of giving voice to
Local Government. One of the documents produced, after intensive
consultations with local government representatives, municipal associations and experts, is the Local Government Dialogue Paper.
This paper delineates the particular experiences, challenges and
successes faced by Local Government worldwide in the implementation of environmental and social sustainability. The Dialogue Paper was submitted to the United Nations in December 2001 and
subsequently published as an official UN document for. The guiding belief was that all the Dialogue Papers presented by the Major
Groups would inform the deliberations leading up to the World
Summit and contribute meaningfully to the outcomes in Johannesburg.

When it comes to international preparations for the WSSD, youth
have been everywhere. There were great numbers of us at the regional PrepComs, with concise youth statements made in the
Southeast Asia, Africa, Europe and North America sub-regional
and regional consultations. We submitted our Agenda 21 dialogue Unfortunately, the voice of Local Government has not been heard.
paper to the Secretariat well in advance of PrepCom II. We partici- The Chairman‘s Paper, which draws on the Second Preparatory
pated in the multi-stakeholder dialogues at PrepCom II with a cohe-
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Committee Meeting of the Commission on Sustainable Development (January 28- February 8, 2002) and which was prepared expressly for the Third Preparatory Committee (25 March- 5 April
2002), does not once mention “Local Government”. Although national, regional, sub-regional, and international spheres of government are repeatedly considered, the Chairman‘s Paper disregards a
crucial part of Agenda 21, the landmark document which resulted
from the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. Chapter 28 expressly recognises that “the participation and cooperation of local authorities will
be a determining factor in fulfilling the objectives” of Agenda 21,
and that local authorities “play a vital role in educating, mobilizing
and responding to the public to promote sustainable development”.
ICLEI, together with other major Local Government associations,
continues to believe that “Local Action Moves the World” and that
concrete results can only be achieved if the power of local decisionmakers and communities is recognis ed and strengthened. In the run
up to the World Summit, it is clear that all Major Groups must ensure that their viewpoints are not overshadowed by the agendas of
national delegations and UN representatives. Organisations at the
Summit must do everything in their power to position themselves
as real agents for change, and official organizers must guarantee
and facilitate the input of Major Groups at all stages.

25th March 2002

able for its contribution to social development and environmental
conservation.
There has been some outstanding work done by UNEP, in twenty
six sectors, including chemicals, and the WBCSD in another five,
including the Global Mining Initiative, in measuring progress and
creating common understanding of what sustainable development
means for a whole sector.
Now there is the very welcome multi-stakeholder project represented by the Global Reporting Initiative, designed to produce a
common framework for social and environmental reporting whilst
remaining sensitive to sectoral and regional differences.
We stand ready. We are already engaged in a host of initiatives,
with governments, central and local, with communities, with universities, with NGO’s. More needs to be done, globally and locally,
and business stands ready to play its part.
The Summit is in South Africa. Let us try to make it what they
call there an INDABA, a gathering of the wise heads of our small
world, to try and find some common ways forward.
Extracts of a speech given by Lord Richard Holme, Business Action for Sustainable Development

Women

Konrad Otto-Zimmermann

Agenda 21 made 172 references to women and recognized gender
Secretary General, International Council for Local Environmental as a central component to sustainable development, however the
Initiatives (ICLEI)
Chair’s paper from PrepCom II is gender neutral. Sustainable development is an ongoing process, and its goal is to improve the
NGOs
livelihoods of all the world’s peoples and communities. “People”
After 10 years of failed sustainability governance, governments are missing from the Chair’s paper – and over half of the world’s
now look to their stakeholders to bring success. As soon as the people are women.
press leaves Korea's & Japan’s World Cup, the team of 9 major
We find that the paper is missing a human rights framework and
groups with government as player/manager and the planet as goalie the spirit of Principles 24 and 25 in the Rio Declaration, that wa rare to enter the pitch in South Africa to beat their opponent, unsus- fare is inherently destructive of sustainable development and that
tainable development. The players are to be ready in 6 months so peace, development, and environmental protection are indivisible.
that governments can claim a successful summit.
Women’s NGOs are focusing attention on the following missing
Partnerships for sustainable development are excellent problem themes:
solvers, but in the polarised world we still live in, they are fragile • Women’s participation in sustainable development and environand in need of careful preparation. Building partnerships with only
mental decision-making
the willing is only part of the solution. Equitable sustainable development cannot do without those who cannot adjust. The summit • Women’s access to and control of resources
should not risk excluding them.
• Gendered aspects of poverty eradication
Instead of aiming for ready to present partnerships, longer term • Gendered aspects of globalization and trade
approaches are needed to build bridges of trust, mediate between
opinions, develop workable strategies, and increase power-equity • Women’s environmental health
between the members of the team. A team of partners of equal • Gender-disaggregated data and gender-sensitive indicators
strength, each able to play their part effectively, has a higher chance
All stakeholders agree that it is not necessary to renegotiate
of winning than a team put together to please some governments.
Agenda
21. But if the current paper is a re-prioritization of impleGovernments should get in shape themselves, and they need to start
mentation
methods for the coming decade, a gender perspective
managing the team properly by not favouring the wealthy player
should
be
visible
throughout. Utilizing a gender perspective is not
and by listening to the good ideas presented by the other 8.
only about addressing women’s issues – it allows one to underPieter van der Gaag, ANPED Executive Director
stand the differential impact of policies on women and men and to
better target resources to reach the poorest of the poor. We urge the
Business
Chair to reorient the paper toward the perspective of the world’s
It is so important that business as a whole approaches the World poorest, and by doing so, not leave half of the planet out.
Summit for Sustainable Development in a spirit of constructive Women’s Caucus & Women’s Major Group for the Multipartnership ready to engage with others and prepared to be account- Stakeholder Dialogues
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Consultation on
Governance for
Sustainable
Development

25th March 2002

challenge is the need to better link the macroeconomic functions of
the international system, including WTO and the Bretton Woods
institutions with the environmental and social elements to promote
a common agenda for sustainable development, including implementing the recommendations of CSD.
Participants noted the intrinsic logic of regional approaches to
Agenda 21 implementation, where unique regional and national
characteristics and needs can better be taken into account. One
suggestion raised was that the Regional Economic Commissions
become Regional Sustainable Development Commissions, with
new operational mandates.

Many countries discussed difficulties in determining with accuracy
what they have achieved or expect to achieve in sustainable
Presages Possible WSSD Outcomes
development. Ongoing Investigation through regional bodies was
The debate about sustainable development governance is transi- suggested as a way to develop capacity for effective and meaningtioning from the rhetorical phase to a consideration of practical ful monitoring, under overall CSD coordination.
steps that can be taken at the Johannesburg Summit and beyond, At the national level, governments were clear that they did not
judging by the tenor of the informal consultation on the subject
want WSSD recommendations that are prescribe governance measconvened in New York on February 28, 2002 by WSSD PrepCom
ures. The process should, they stressed, be relevant to national circo-chairs Ambassadors Ositadinma Anaedu (Nigeria) and Larscumstances and recognize legitimate differences between counGöran Engfeldt (Sweden). Rather than prolonging discussion on
tries. Above all, there cannot be a single “one size fits all” one apelements of “good” governance for sustainable development, dele proach to national sustainable development governance.
gations appear to be ready to move to considerations of the specific
Some specific steps at the national level to promote sustainable
steps to promote enabling environments for sustainable development in Johannesburg. The WSSD is seen as an opportunity to re- development governance were discussed, including interagency
launch and give new vigor to Agenda 21, and the theme of govern- coordination, training and capacity building for stakeholder partic iance has taken on new importance as an area of focus not fully de- pation, promotion of a “culture of sustainability” through public
veloped at the Rio Earth Summit.
awareness of governance issues, and participatory frameworks for
developing National Strategies for Sustainable Development and
Agreement on some basic issues was apparent from early on in the monitoring and assessment.
consultation. No one debated that governance is fundamental to
sustainable development, and there is a shared sense that govern- Developing countries continue to convey the sense that developed
ance must be addressed across the spectrum, from local to global countries don’t really understand the limitations under which they
levels. Likewise, there was general agreement that the “home” for operate. Changes in national level governance, such as improved
sustainable development within the UN system is the UN Commis- monitoring and assessment, compliance and enforcement, informasion on Sustainable Development (CSD), but that that there must be tion access, institutional reform and participatory planning framefurther structural integration of sustainable development within the works all require the mobilization of very scarce resources and use
of new technologies. Seen in this light the major contribution that
UN system.
can be made through intergovernmental processes still involves
With its multistakeholder process, participants felt that the CSD is capacity building, and this in turn raises questions about resource
a critically important integrator of the economic, social and envi- mobilization.
ronmental pillars of sustainable development. Most countries agree
that it should remain the premiere international forum on sustain- Looking to next steps
able development, but there is also a real desire to move the CSD A few things stand out as major issues to be addressed in the runfrom policy dialogue to the identification of concrete initiatives for up to Johannesburg. First, financial mechanisms for supporting
implementation. Most thought that the CSD should deemphasize sustainable development governance will inevitably be raised, and
negotiated outcomes that produce too little in terms of results, in it is important to deal with this question head-on. Following on the
favour of brokering ideas and partnerships and disseminating suc- Finance for Development conclusions, discussions about the catacess stories. Negotiated text could be produced as infrequently as lytic roles of ODA should be expected. Questions will also be
every 3- 5 years according to some proposals.
raised about the role of international financial institutions in supGlobal coordination of sustainable development (one sense of porting governance for sustainable development, especially as re“governance” used in the consultation), delegations noted, is the cent debates about debt relief have zeroed in on accountability for
function of the Economic and Social Council of the UN debt. The role of corporations and export credit agencies in sup(ECOSOC). One proposal to revitalize ECOSOC calls on the UN porting effective governance is also like to arise. Finally, governGeneral Assembly to pass a resolution declaring sustainable devel- ance won’t be addressed in a single bound – does there need to be a
opment as a primary mission of the United Nations. This would UN mechanism for ongoing review of governance issues?
clarify that there is only one agenda for development, which must John Waugh, IUCN
be supported by all the organs of the UN. Many felt that the major
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Global Compact:
Business and
Sustainable
Development

25th March 2002

Fussler of WBCSD. On programmes to advance sustainability in
the internal operations of companies, participants noted a number
of aspects, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the role of triggers for internal change
the need for leadership
approaches to employee outreach
the role of management systems
the constructive role of reporting
ways of replicating good example
the need for internal company change to be recognised by the
financial markets.

The first session of Global Compact Policy Dialogue 2002 on the
theme “Business and Sustainable Development” was held at the UN
Headquarters in New York on 26 – 27 February. The 80 participants in the meeting included representatives of 40 companies from
a variety of sectors. It also included representatives of 7 business
associations and 12 NGOs.

In addition to these process related items, a number of contextual
items were noted including the question of voluntarism, the value
of international guidelines, the need to introduce systems thinking,
design and life cycle assessment and finally the potential for an integrated approach.

The meeting was organised by the Global Compact Office and the
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), who are jointly
co-ordinating Policy Dialogue 2002. It was also attended by the
other Global Compact UN agencies, namely ILO, OHCHR, UNDP,
UNDESA, UNCTAD and UNIDO.

Group 2: How companies contribute to sustainable development externally: Halina Ward of IIED, facilitating Group 2, captured a large number of additional ideas by inviting every one present to make one proposal each. A number of sub-themes emerged
however, including:

The approach adopted was first to arrange for several proposals to
be aired in the plenary. The meeting then divided into 2 groups, one
addressing sustainability in the internal operations of the company
and the other the contributions by companies to sustainable development in the society within which it operates. The groups discussed different possible Global Compact projects on the second
day fed these back in plenary. The process culminated in identifying, from the different ideas that had been proposed, those ideas
that were appropriate to further develop in Working Groups in the
months after the workshop.
Introductory statements were made by Mark Moody Stuart of
(BASD), Frank Vorhies of (IUCN) and Tariq Banuri of the RING
Network. Moody Stuart posed the question whether business could
show the enlightened interest in making special effort to enter the
poorest countries in the world, where a key problem is the lack of
business activity. Similarly, Vorhies challenged business to take
sustainable investments to rural areas in all parts of the world. Ba nuri noted the importance of education and finance in creating an
enabling environment for local entrepreneurship.

•
•
•
•

Finance for sustainable entrepreneurship and facilitating FDI
Building business in the poorest communities in the world
Linkages between large and small enterprises
Measuring sustainable development performance and impact of
the financial community
• Facilitating access to water and energy in poor communities
• Bringing a wider range of actors into the corporate citizenship
agenda
• Sharing best practice and skills transfer
Group 2 then divided into 4 subgroups, in which the following
activity proposals were formulated:
a) Finance for sustainable entrepreneurship in developing countries
b) Business models for sustainable entrepreneurship in poorer communities of the world
c) Social learning and skills development
d) An honest broker and clearinghouse on sustainable trade and
investment in developing countries
Meeting outcomes

Background texts and illustrative projects were then introduced.
Based on feedback from the 2 main groups, participants agreed,
The AREED project of UNEP/E&Co and the New Ventures pro- partly by combining proposals, to limit the follow on activity to 3
ject of WRI gave participants examples of how small entrepreneurs Policy Dialogue 2002 working group projects, namely:
are assisted to get access to investment, helping them to set up susWorking Group 1: Sustainable investment and access to basic sertainable businesses.
vices in least developed countries
Summarising discussion during the opening plenary, Jane Nelson Working Group 2: Financing for sustainable entrepreneurship
of the International Business Leaders Forum (IBLF) encouraged Working Group 3: The development of a company performance
participants to define actions that display partnership (collective model and ways of replication
action), integration (between the environmental, economic and soWay forward
cial), value added (in relation to other international initiatives), and
Participants were then invited to select which working group they
would have a catalytic effect.
would wish to be involved. The Working Groups were invited to
Group Discussions
develop their proposals and feed back their recommendations at the
Group 1: Companies’ policies to develop their internal sustain- next Global Compact Policy Dialogue meeting in June, with a view
ability agendas: Discussion in Group 1 was facilitated by Claude to having some good strong programmes to pursue and to feed into
the Johannesburg Summit.
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Monday 10am - 1pm

Opening plenary meeting - Working Groups I & II. Conference Rooms 1 & 4

1.15 - 2.45

Side Event on WSSD Preparations. South Africa Civil Society Secretariat. Conference Room 1

1.15 - 2.45

Successful practices for Educating for Sustainability. Congo Education Committee. Conf. Room 4

3-6

Meetings of Working Groups I & II. Conference Room 1 & 4

6.15 - 7.45

A Common Platform for Action on Access to Land. IFAD. Conference Room 4

6.15 - 7.45

Earth Observation by Satellite and Global Mapping. Government of Japan. Conference Room 6

6.15 - 7.45

Blueprint for the Clean, Sustainable Energy Age and Global Energy Charter. Conference Room B

Tuesday 10am - 1pm

Meetings of Working Groups I & II. Conference Room 1 & 4

1.15 - 2.45

Indigenous Peoples’ Proposals for WSSD. TEBTEBBA Foundation. Conference Room 4

1.15 - 2.45

Essential Elements of Good Governance. Environmental Law Institute. Conference Room 6

3-6

Meeting of Working Group 3. Conference Room 1

3-6

Informal Meeting on Partnerships/Initiatives. Conference Room 5

6.15 - 7.45

Precarious Balance Between Environment & Development: Search for an Integrated Approach.
International Research Foundation for Development. Conference Room 1

6.15 - 7.45

World Development Report 2002/2003. The World Bank. Conference Room 4

6.15 - 7.45

White Water to Blue Water - An Initiative for a Crosscutting Approach to Oceans & Coastal
Ecosystem Management. US Government. Conference Room 6

Wednesday
10am - 1pm

Meetings of Working Groups I & II. Conference Room 1 & 4

1.15 - 2.45

International Environmental Governance: Proposals for Reform. UN University. Conf. Room 1

1.15 - 2.45

Sustainable Human Settlements: Issues of Good Governance. NGO Committee on Human
Settlements. Conference Room 4

1.15 - 2.45

The Rural Energy Challenge: Meeting the Needs of the Poor. UN Ad Hoc Inter-Agency Task Force
on Energy. Conference Room 6

1.15 - 2.45

Developing Human Resources for the Future. Worldwide Organisation for Women.
Conference Room B

3-6

Meeting of Working Groups I & II. Conference Rooms 1 & 4

6.15 - 7.45

Linking Poverty Reduction & Environmental Management: Policy Challenges & Opportunities.
UNDP/UK DFID/European Commission/The World Bank. Conference Room 1

6.15 - 7.45

Gender Perspectives in Sustainable Development. UNDESA/DAW. Conference Room 6

6.15 - 7.45

The Role of the Mining Sector in the Transition to Sustainable Development. IIED. Conf. Room B

6.15 - 7.45

Nordic Experiences on Sustainable Consumption & Production. Governments of Sweden & Finland.
Conference Room 4
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